
Powers of matrices (AI HL 1.15)

Intuition Pump for Understanding Powers of Matrices:

1. City Paths Analogy: Consider a square grid of a city with four neighborhoods. A matrix 
represents connections between them. The first power of the matrix shows direct paths 
from one neighborhood to another. Higher powers reveal how many ways you can get from 
one neighborhood to another with a given number of stops.

2. Building Blocks: Imagine stacking blocks to create different heights. The first layer is your 
original matrix, and each new layer represents multiplying by the matrix again (another 
power). The height at each position gives you the value at that spot in the resulting matrix.

3. Time Travel: Think of the original matrix as a time machine's setting for a single jump in 
time. Multiplying the matrix by itself (taking it to a power) shows where you could end up 
after several time jumps, considering all the possible paths through time you could take.

4. Computer Networks: Visualize a small network of computers where each connection is 
represented by a matrix. The first power shows immediate connections, while higher powers 
show how data can travel through the network via multiple computers.

5. Web Browsing: Imagine clicking links on a webpage (the original matrix represents the 
links between pages). As you click links on subsequent pages, you're effectively following the 
paths of higher powers of the matrix, revealing the network of reachable pages after several 
clicks.

6. Population Dynamics: Use a matrix to represent a population spread across different 
regions. The first power of the matrix shows the initial distribution. Higher powers show how 
the population might migrate and spread out over time.

7. Chain Reactions: Think about a series of dominoes where some set off more than one 
other. The matrix shows which dominoes affect which. As you consider higher powers, you 
see the effect of multiple stages of the dominoes falling.



8. Exercise with Paper and Pencil: Start with a simple 2x2 matrix and calculate its powers 
manually. Observing patterns in the results helps cement the concept of matrix powers and 
their implications.

These analogies and activities can help students develop a more intuitive grasp of why we 
compute powers of matrices and what the results signify in various contexts.


